Ancestors Artisans Presents…

Join the Ancestor Artisans on a workshop in Indigenous human skills and crafts and journey with them into an
immersive world, rich in ancient knowledge and connection to nature and the outdoors..

Please Note: All prices are based on 1 instructor per 10 people, larger groups may require another instructor. Discounts available for larger groups or events.

Axe Throwing 4 hours £275 / 8 hours £440
Fully insured and tutored axe throwing.

Archery 4 hours £300 / 8 hours £500

Providing equipment is available, fully insured and tutored archery.

Basic fire craft 4 hours £175 8 hours £275

Basic introduction to fire craft and fire lighting, how to select materials, lay a fire and the principles needed
to light a fire effectively and safely.

Advanced fire craft, 4 hours £225 8 hours £410

Advanced fire craft principles, fire by friction bow drill and hand drill.
A look at fire lighting from around the world.

Camp cookery and food prep in camp. 4 hours £225

How to prepare game (rabbit, squirrel or pigeon) how to cook using the materials available around you in
the wild, selection of wild food to accompany the meal (season dependent)

Basic plant identification and uses. 4 hours £210 8 hours £350

Wild plants as food and cordage, cookery and medicine, tree identification.

Bow workshops.
Quick survival bow workshop 8 hours £500 arrow making an additional £110
How to select a wood stave for immediate use as a hunting bow in a survival situation.

Bush Arrow making 4 hours £180
Bundle bow workshops 8 hours £600

How to make a bundle bow using cane or similar material, and an introduction to making arrows and cords.

Skinning and Hide tanning. 10 hours £700

How to skin small game and prepare skin for raw hide and natural cordage, how to tan a large hide and make
buck skin.

Introduction to Flint knapping 8 hours £700 subject to availability.

How to select materials suitable for flint knapping and how to make basic tools.

Introduction to natural cordage and bindings, knots and string. 4 hours £250 8 hours £450

How to select materials suitable for natural cordage, how to make plied cord from bark and plants, how to use
roots. Basic knots and their application.

